VALENTINE REDEMPTION

You’ve been less than forceful lending off admirers at Indébleu, a solid six months have passed since you’ve made your man a meal and you might have missed his birthday. But you can make amends. Saint are all about redemption, so if a clean slate’s what you need, St. Valentine’s is the day to seek it—and Excitations can help. On the DC-based company’s Web site, you’ll find more than 100 gift experiences—ranging from the simple to the truly over-the-top—to offer up as penance. For around six grand, Excitations will have a fleet of sailing yachts or a power cruiser at your beloved’s beck and call for a year. If he’s sans sea legs, book a secret agent driving experience, where he’ll learn to do a reverse 180, break through barricades and evade capture at 100 mph. Also available: a high-speed karting challenge, a trip on a historic biplane (both above) and a jet-aircraft flight simulation, all guaranteed to get you way out of the doghouse with your sweetie. www.excitations.com. –K.A.